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Abstract

This paper presents an algorithm and architecture for a scalable radix-4 multiplier that

makes use of two types of digit recoding in order to generate an efficient solution. Experimental

results are shown to demonstrate that the proposed radix-4 Montgomery Multiplier design has

better area/time tradeoff than previous radix-2 and radix-8 scalable designs.

I. Introduction

Modular multiplication is the most important arithmetic operation used in many crypto-

graphic algorithms such as RSA and Diffie-Helman key exchange The Montgomery Modu-

lar Multiplication algorithm (MM) [1] has enabled considerable advantage in speeding up

cryptographic algorithms.

Previous scalable modular multiplier designs use radix-2 MM algorithm [2]. Multipli-

cation is implemented by a series of multi-precision partial-product additions. To reduce

the number of products and, therefore, the complexity of multi-operand addition, it is

convenient to consider the multiplier in radix higher than 2, as done in [3] for radix 8. A

radix-4 design generated by the use of the same techniques applied to radix 8 resulted in

very poor area utilization and performance. In this paper we show that a more elaborate

design using two types of digit recoding makes the radix-4 design the best solution for the

implementation of this scalable multiplier. Experimental results are shown to support this

claim.

II. Proposed Radix-4 MM Algorithm

The notation used in the proposed multiple-word Radix-4 Montgomery Multiplication

algorithm (R4MM) is shown below:



Step

1: S := 0

x−1 := 0

2: FOR j := 0 TO N - 1 STEP 2

3: Zj = Recoding1(xj+1..j−1)

4: (Ca, S(0)) := S(0) + (Zj ∗ Y )(0)

5: qMj
:= S

(0)
1..0 ∗ (4−M

(0)−1

1..0 ) mod 4

5a: q′Mj
:= Recoding2(qMj

)

6: (Cb, S(0)) := S(0) + (q′Mj
∗M)(0)

7: FOR i := 1 TO e - 1

8: (Ca, S(i)) := Ca + S(i) + (Zj ∗ Y )(i)

9: (Cb, S(i)) := Cb + S(i) + (q′Mj
∗M)(i)

10: S(i−1) := (S
(i)
1..0, S

(i−1)
BPW−1..2)

END FOR;

11: Ca := Ca or Cb

12: S(e−1) := signext(Ca, S
(e−1)
BPW−1..2)

END FOR;

Fig. 1. Multiple-word Radix-4 Montgomery Multiplication (R4MM) Algorithm.

• Xj- a single radix-4 digit of X at position j;

• qMj
- quotient digit that determines a multiple

of the modulus M to be added to the partial product S;

• w - number of bits in a word of either Y , M or S;

• e = dn+1
w
e - number of words in either Y , M or S;

• NS - number of stages;

• Ca, Cb - carry bits;

• (Y (e−1), ..., Y (1), Y (0)) - operand Y represented

as multiple words;

• S
(i)
k−1..0 - bits k − 1 to 0 of the ith word of S.

Figure 1 shows the R4MM algorithm, which is an extension of the Multiple-Word High-

Radix (R2k) Montgomery Multiplication algorithm (MWR2kMM) presented and proved

to be correct in [3].

There are two types of recoding applied in the R4MM. The first one (Recoding1) is Booth

recoding [4] applied to the multiplier X. This recoding scheme translates conventional



radix-4 digits in the set {0, 1, 2, 3} into the digit set {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2}. The recoded digit

Zi is obtained from the radix-4 multiplier digit Xi = (x2i+1, x2i) as:

Zi = Recoding1(Xi, x2i−1) = −2x2i+1 + x2i + x2i−1

where i = 0,1,2,. . . , n
2
-1.

In order to make the two least-significant bits of the partial product S all zeros, a multiple

of the modulus M , namely qMj
M , is added to the partial product. This step is required

to make sure that there are no significant bits lost in the right shift operation performed

in step 10. To compute the digit qMj
we need to examine the two least-significant bits of

the partial product S generated in step 4 of the R4MM algorithm [1].

It is shown in [3] that qM , as computed in step 5, satisfies the relation qM ∗ M ≡
−S (mod 4), which can be rewritten as: S1..0 + qM ∗ M1..0 ≡ 0 (mod 4) and represents

the fact that the last 2 bits of S are zeros before the right shift is done in step 10.

It is easy to show from Booth encoding properties that the multiplier X is represented

by digits of Zj [5]. However, it is still necessary to show that Recoding2 (step 5a of R4MM)

generates an equivalent result. In order to do that we need to show that q′Mj
≡ qMj

mod 4.

It is well known that conventional quotient digits qMj
are in the set {0, 1, 2, 3}. Applying

a recoding function (Recoding2) we convert qMj
to another digit set {−1, 0, 1, 2}. The

recoding scheme consists in replacing qMj
= 3 by the recoded value q′Mj

= -1. It makes

the generation of multiples of M less complex. Based on the fact that −1 ≡ 3 mod 4

it is possible to conclude that q′Mj
≡ qMj

mod 4 → q′Mj
∗ M ≡ qMj

∗ M mod 4. and

therefore the application of Recoding2 generates a result that is congruent to the correct

result, modulo M . In fact steps 5 and 5a of the R4MM algorithm can be executed in a

single step. Two steps were shown for clarity only.

III. Overall Organization

The architecture of the modular multiplier that implements the R4MM consists of 3 main

blocks; Datapath (or Kernel), IO & Memory, and the Control block. The computation

shown in the R4MM algorithm takes place in the kernel. The complete design is presented

and discussed in details in[6].

The kernel is organized as a pipeline of Processing Elements (PE), separated by registers.

Each PE implements one iteration of the R4MM algorithm (steps 3 to 12).

A. Radix-4 Processing Element

The radix-4 PE is organized as shown in Figure 2. The main functional blocks in the

PE are: booth recoding, multiple generation (Mult Gen), multi-precision Carry-save adders

(MPCSA), q′Mj
table, and registers (shaded boxes). The PE operates on w-bit words and



for this reason the Mult Gen and MPCSA modules are capable of storing and transferring

carry bits from one word to the next. Shifting and word alignment is done by proper

combination of signals and registers at the output of the last MPCSA. The design uses a

re-timing technique explained in [3]. More details about these modules and their operation

can be found in [6]
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Fig. 2. PE Organization.

The Processing Element (PE) is divided in two sections. The first section (before the

register) computes only the two least-significant (LS) bits of each word of S + ZiY . One

can observe that q′Mj
depends on two LS bits of the data coming from the preceding PE

in the pipeline: (S
(0)
1..0) and Y (0), and the recoded digit Zj. The word size for S needs to

be at least 4 bits in order to have the two LS bits of S generated as early as possible for

the next PE.

A stage consists of a PE and a register. At each clock cycle, one word of Y , M , SS,

and SC is applied as inputs to a stage. The multiplier digits Xi are transferred to PEs at

specific times. The newly computed words of SS and SC, together with words of Y and

M , are propagated by each stage to the next stage. This way, small PEs work concurrently

to perform several iterations of the R4MM algorithm.

IV. Experimental Results and Analysis

The experimental data were generated using Mentor Graphics CAD tools. The radix-4

design presented in this paper was described in VHDL and simulated in ModelSim for func-

tional correctness. It was synthesized using Leonardo synthesis tool for AMI05 fast auto

(0.5 µm CMOS technology with hierarchy preserved) provided in the ASIC Design Kit

(ADK) from the same company. The experimental data for radix-2 and radix-8 kernel

implementations were taken from [5], where the AMI05 slow flattened (no-hierarchy)

technology was used. The flattened designs were laid-out using ICStation.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of performance between the radix-4 design discussed in this



paper, the radix-2 design in [2], and the radix-8 design in [3]. The data shows the time

to compute the modular multiplication for 256-bit operands as a function of the design

area. When a small number of gates is used, the radix-2 design performs as well as the

radix-8 design. For areas of 9,000 gates or more, the radix-8 design is better than radix-2

design. The radix-4 design always perform better than the other two designs for all area

values. Since the data in [5] was obtained using a slightly more detailed synthesis process,

the data for radices 2 and 8 were synthesized again using the same steps and technology

applied to the radix-4 design. These data are shown in the lines labelled radix-2 fast and

radix-8 fast in the Figure. The data are slightly better than the one presented in [5], but

the radix-4 solution is still significantly better than the other two cases. The complete

data analysis is presented in [6].
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Fig. 3. Area × time comparison between radix-2, radix-4, and radix-8 kernel, 256 operands.

V. Conclusion

We conclude that the proposed design made use of recoding schemes to reduce the

complexity of multiple generation and multi-operand addition. The result was a design

that is as slim as a radix-2 design, and can actually deliver twice the performance.
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